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NOTICE OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
OF THE 

TAYLOR’S MISTAKE SURF LIFESAVING CLUB 
(INC) 

 

HELD AT THE MT PLEASANT YACHT CLUB 
30st July 2016 
11:00 am 

 

AGENDA 

1. Apologies 

2. Remembrance of Friends Passed 

3. Minutes of Previous Annual General Meeting 

4. Consideration and Adoption of the Annual Report 

5. Election of Officers 

6. Presentation of Life Members 

7. General Business 
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OFFICERS OF THE 2016 / 17 SEASON 
 

Patron Jim Turpin 

President Ken Jones 

Immediate Past 
President David Hill 

Senior Vice President Mike Smith 

Vice Presidents 
G Suckling, N Duckmanton, J Lane, E Hunter, 
S Syme, T Graham, N Saxton, G Bickley, D Neate, 
G Restall, C Immers, D Holmes, H Mitchell 

Life Members 

D Bradley, J Turpin, M Regan, P Carpinter, 
G Le Cren, G McClurg, M McClurg, B Rattray 
(JP),  
E McDermott 

Secretary Tisha Bradley-Jamieson 

Admin Lydia O’Loughlin 

Treasurer  Jim Turpin 

Club Captain Tisha Bradley-Jamieson 

Committee 

Ken Jones, Jim Turpin, Tisha Bradley-Jamieson, 
Malcolm McClurg, Mike Smith, Michael Hartwell, 
Fraser Bickley, Antony Nunnick, Matt Ellis, Brie 
Thomas 

Club Membership 
Development Officer Vacant 

Hon. Medical Officer Dr Andrew Bell 

Hon Solicitor Bevan Stone 
Dallison Stone 
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CLUB SPONSORS 
Taylor’s Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club gratefully acknowledges the support of the following 
invaluable sponsors for the 2016 / 2017 season.  Without their assistance our club could not 
have carried out its functions nor attempt to achieve high standards in its endeavours. 

 
CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE APPEAL 

TRUST 

 
Argosy Property Limited 

 
NZ Lotteries Grant Board 

 
Southern Trust 

 
Christchurch City Council 

 
Rata Foundation  

(Formerly Canterbury Community Trust) 

 
Pub Charity 

 
DHL 

 
BP 

 
Placemakers Cranford Street 

 
Youthtown Trust 

 
The Lion Foundation 

 
NZCT  

 
Four winds Foundation 

 
Infinity Foundation 

Contributors to the TMSLSC Trust 
Taylor’s Mistake Rescue Trust 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
A strong club atmosphere in a broken building is the best way to describe the 16/17 season. 

We started the season with the engineering advice that the club was now unsafe to occupy, so 
action plan “A” was implemented by our super-resourceful architect, Malcolm McClurg. We had a 
very short time frame to apply for a temporary consent to occupy sand dune areas by the club to 
set up “Portacom HQ”. What a start to the season with so many people chipping in to complete this 
project and produce a final set up way beyond what we would have expected! Mike Hartwell and 
his band of helpers really did a great job. It has placed a large financial strain on the club due to the 
fact our community funding request to cover the $96k cost was declined.  

The temporary facility has been a hub with a record 
number (for the last few years) of new lifeguard awards 
being achieved, including a group of parents who have 
developed into the club canoe crew. We really stepped up 
on the beach this year with well attended patrols and a 
very safe culture. A very big thank you to Mike, Patrice and 
all the patrol captains and crew for sending the public 
home save every day.  

Every season is a challenge to achieve our financial goal; 
this would never be achieved without support from NZ 
Lotteries Grant Board, Christchurch City Council, 
Canterbury Community Trust, Pub Charity, Southern Trust, 

First Sovereign Trust, Air Rescue Trust and DHL. The invaluable Jim Turpin continues as our Treasurer, 
Life Member Patron, Guardian of the Bay and Trustee of our Rescue Trust.  

This year we were selected to be a beneficiary of the community event, Strictly Sumner. This dancing 
event was run by Kate Whithear and a team of Sumner community members, with funds being given 
to clubs in the community. There was a lot of effort put in by the competitors to train and achieve 
funding support. We would like to say a very special thanks to Connagh Farrell and Dr Rob Seddon-
Smith for assisting the club with sponsorship of $10,000, which is to be allocated to support the 
purchase of a new canoe and patrol operational costs.  

We were one of only three NZ Clubs to get $20,000 sponsorship over 2 years from Argosy Properties 
Limited, supporting junior development.  

The Ocean Athletes were once again a great success for the small team that attended, and big 
congratulations to the members that achieved medals and finals. The stand out this year was 
Mackenzie Ellis, taking silver in the U14 Board final, and then following up to join Will and Zac with 
silver in the U14 board relay.  It will be very interesting next season to gauge the success in the flat 
water of Orewa and manage the traffic challenges our City of Sails will bring. 

The Surf Nationals held in the stunning conditions of 
Canterbury at New Brighton Beach generated a strong 
presence from the older members at the masters, leading into 
very successful event. There were many stand out 
performances at the New Brighton Nationals, with Georgia 
Stroud winning the woman’s U19 2k beach run, to then back 
up to take silver in the open women’s event. Then Liam and 
Fred led off the beach, as they have for the last 10 years, and 
held their position to take the Double Ski title. Liam followed 
up with a silver in the individual Surf Ski event. Congratulations 
to Louis Clark for his two bronze medals and making the NZ 
Development team.   

IRB has continued its growth with many new drivers and crew linking into our patrol teams. They went 
on to win the U21 Tube Rescue. Well done Tomas Taylor and Ben who all have a few more years in 
this age group.  

Tisha and Craig have made an enormous contribution to the club once again, with the support of a 
strong, developing group of new members and parents who are joining coaching, patrolling and the 
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committee. This group will play a very big role in the development of the next stage of Taylors 
Mistake. I would like to acknowledge Ian Rae for being selected as this year’s Surf Lifesaver of the 
Year.   

Finally, it is exciting to announce we have achieved a full and final settlement with IAG Insurance 
and can now develop the draft design of our new clubhouse. 

Exciting times ahead… 
Ken Jones 
Club President  

 CLUB CAPTAINS REPORT 
Sorry Tisha, but I have hijacked your report! (Mike) 

I am aware that Tisha will beat the living daylights out of me for this – she is always one to be 
understated, “just get things done” kinda girl.   

Hey, Honey, deal with it – I have the pen this time! 

To all our members, many thanks for all the efforts 
put in over the season.  This includes all the time on 
the beach, and that off the beach.  Tisha, I am sure 
as Club Captain, would like to extend her thanks to 
each and every one of you.  Front line, support, 
backline – every person in every position makes a 
big difference.  Many thanks to you all. 

So much has happened this year that needs to be 
said, that needs an offer of gratitude given, which is 
worth of special mention.  Only Tisha can truly say 
how all that assistance has been greatly received, 
and I will leave that to Tisha to do so when she is 
down on the beach.   

Watch out for the trim wee thing enjoying the sun this season coming!   

In a change of tradition, I feel that we owe a special consideration to the efforts that Tisha (and 
Craig) have put into the club.  Strangely, you do not realise what has been done, until someone 
takes a break from doing it! 

From a Club perspective, we often underestimate the amount of work that is done to keep this club 
running, and the people that make it happen.  From the outside we see the club operating on a day 
to day basis, with things like patrols are on the beach, first aid supplies are up to date, members are 
helping with Junior Surf, to name a few. 

What we don’t see is the hours of time that Tisha and a small group do behind the scenes to make 
the life of all other members easy.  Well, now it is our time to make things a bit easier for Tisha to take 
it easy.  We all use Tisha as our “go-to” person.  Problems with Junior Surf – go to Tisha, Problems with 
gear - go to Tisha, need something done - go to Tisha, need help with Patrols - go to Tisha.  Its great 
having a Tisha. 

As we all know, life is not always a bunch of roses, and unfortunately sometimes crap happens.  This 
season started well for all of us, we made big strides in starting to live with our new operating 
environment, and have an enthusiastic bunch on the beach.  Then, for some, the year turned into 
what can only be described as “Annus horribilis” (Horrible Year).   

Something like this puts everything into perspective.  For me – its never take “Tisha” (or anyone) for 
granted.  I realise that many times we allow our issues affect others – someone else will do 
something.  Need to consider the “someone else”. 

I speak for all the club, young / old / patrol and members, - Tisha – we have your back! (Seems that 
the surgeon got a few other parts!)   

I call to arms all the club members to step up and take a lead, even if it is just a small thing that you 
do.  Lets make the start of 2017 / 2018 an enjoyable one for all, lets share the workload and look after 
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our family.  Family – I am sure that I speak for Tisha, Craig Kate and Will, it’s been amazing to see the 
“Taylors Family” in support of the latest journey.  I know that they can never express enough their 
thanks for all the support (and food) that the Taylors Family have given, and continue to give.   

On the serious side, we need to make sure that we all pull the extra yards to make sure that no one-
person has to carry a high load.  That means that we all have to step up, to ensure that Tisha has 
time to relax and recoup. 

I am looking forward to working with Tisha and you all in continuing to make Taylors the great club 
that it is.  Please join with me in putting our hands up to ease the workload in the club.  We have an 
amazing Taylors Family – a feeling that first drew us to the club in the first place.  

Enjoy the rest of the break before next season.  It’s coming around way too fast, with a lot of work 
already going into the start of the 2017 / 18 year.  See you all down on the “best damn beach in the 
whole damn land” 

Cheers 

Mike Smith (report hijacker) on behalf of  
Tisha Bradley-Jamieson 
Club Captain. 

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES – TMSLSC TRUST 
In opening we record the passing away in March 2017 of John Joseph one of the two founding Non 
Club Member Trustees of our Trust. We are so grateful for John’s careful considerations over the 
years. In accordance with our Trust Deed the NZ Law Society has appointed a replacement who is 
Mr Richard Lang a Partner of the Duncan Cotterill Law firm. 

We are pleased to report our Capital Fund at 31/3/17 stands at $684,236 which is an increase of 
$8,820 from last year and well in excess of our inflation adjusted target of $562,000. 

We continue to be extremely grateful to all those good 
people who have and will support our Trust, including those 
with $71,400 still on deposit. 

The voluntary Life Guarding provided by the Club is a 
valuable public service as attested to elsewhere in this 
Annual Report and the Trust is pleased to assist in this. 

The Trust was able to contribute $49,125 from income and 
funds to assist the Clubs operations last year, bringing the 
total since we set up fourteen years ago to $316,165. 

The complimentary Taylor’s Mistake Rescue Trust was able to grant $20,000 to the Club for specific 
activities this year bringing its total Grants over the last 10 years to $234,013. It’s inflation adjusted 
capital base is the same as ours and is still intact. 

Both Trusts continue to face challenging investment/interest markets. 

As you will read elsewhere in the full Annual Report, the cost of EQ restoration beyond insurance 
proceeds is likely to be considerable and the Trust will no doubt have a part to play in this. 

The challenge to find new funds to assist with this restoration then and to continue to “inflation proof” 
the Trusts base fund will require considerable effort this coming year. 

So if you have family, friends or work associates who may be sympathetic to our cause and would 
like to support it, please contact: 

Jim Ph 342-9380 or  
Dave  Ph 326-6382 to see how we can move on it. 
David Bradley                        Jim Turpin 
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LIFESAVING PATROL REPORT 
2016 / 2017 brought a mixed bag of goodies to the party – some were good, some left an amazing 
taste that you want to try again.   

As always, a big thank you to all Lifeguards and Patrol Support members for the fantastic effort put in 
over the season.  As always, you do Taylor’s proud.  While I haven’t been at the beach as much, I 
have certainly had a lot of contact with / about the patrols through leading the Patrol Inspection 
process, along with Patrol Captain training.  I am constantly having excellent feedback from people 
not associated with the club on how good the patrolling has been.  Stand up and be proud. 

It has been an excellent year for Taylors for Patrolling.  This year we saw some 28 new lifeguards join 
our ranks.  What an amazing effort to your guys to get through and join us on the beach.  I hope that 
everyone makes them feel welcome, and help us on their journey of Lifeguarding. 

   

Looking at the year – here are some patrol statistics that show our never-ending commitment. 

  2010 / 11 2011 / 12 2012 / 13 2013 / 14 2014 / 15 2015 / 16 2016 / 17 

Number of Patrols  28 33 33 31 33 35 35 

Active Lifeguards   67 55 54 48 71 65 92 

Lifeguards Refreshed  74 50 43 43 53 60 53 

IRB Refreshed  22 19 15 15 17 14 14 

Total hours worked  1247 1285 1430 1135 1601 1460 2003 

New Lifeguards     11 26 13 28 

Number of Rescues  33 4 53 3 5 9 4 

Preventative Actions  1123 473 1851 654 594 488 942 

First Aid service  21 3 18 10 16 10 6 

Searches  4 1 4 2 1 1 2 

Call-outs      3 3 3 

The operation out of the new facilities has gone well, albeit a little smaller than what we have been 
used to.  Many thanks for everyone’s perseverance and help in making this work.  As you will be 
aware, we will be operating from these facilities for a few more years, and at times with the new 
development, we will be called upon to make some changes in how we do things.  I am very aware 
that everyone has taken this into account, and the positive feedback that I have got on the years 
ahead is going to make this journey exciting (and a little crazy – in a good crazy way!) 

To assist the club in preparing for next season can I please have all lifeguards make contact to 
confirm their availability?  The season will require more proactive time on the beach, and we have 
a minimum number of lifeguards and skill sets that we will have to deliver.  Contact me on : 
patrols@taylorsmistake.com  

A big thanks you goes to Tisha for all her efforts in the organising of Patrolling on a more day-today 
effort.  I have really appreciated all that you have done (while I faff off to some strange countries 
with work!)   
Mike Smith 
Patrol Operations Manager 
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Ps – great to see the next generation getting started on their craft skills! 

COACHING & COMPETITION REPORT 
For the season of 2016 – 2017 the committee decided to take a new approach to the surf sports side 
of TMSLSC using the many skills from our volunteer members.  They asked me if I would take on the 
role as Surf Sports Coordinator, to coordinate the coaching of athlete across all sections of the club, 
from the juniors to the masters.   

Our vision was to utilize the abundant expertise that our volunteer members have, to help train the 
athletes as well as up skill the coaches themselves.   

Craig Jamieson took on his role as junior athlete coach and Graeme Marshall put his hand up to 
take the lead with the senior’s athletes.  Anthony Nunnick continued with his passion for the IRB 
competition and led many a new recruit in their training. 

I’d like to thank those who put their hands up to help out at the beach regularly; be it to support the 
coaches in the water, or with their technical expertise coaching with their specialist knowledge and 
skills.  Ian Rae, Chris Rossiter, Craig Goldsmith, Paul deBoo, being there in the week and most Sundays 
and of course those many junior parents who stepped up and out in to the waves to assist and 
encourage our youngest athletes. Tom Mouldey and Freddie Teear passing on their expertise to 
some of the younger seniors and juniors as well as up skilling the coaches.  A massive thank you to all 
who have put themselves out.   

Let’s not forget the reason we all do this is to develop our members from 5 year olds to 85 year olds 
to help them all have fun in the waves be it competing at masters level for the fortieth time or just 
diving under the waves to get their hair wet for the first time. 

As the season progressed a core group of athlete established themselves across the age groups with 
the juniors welcoming in younger members who were keen to compete at local carnivals and push 
themselves in to reckoning for future Nationals at Oceans and beyond.  The Senior numbers were 
swelled with a number of athletes progressing their way through the Juniors and now in to the under 
16 ranks.  

Craig as with each year kept the athlete true and pushed them to realise their own potential; more 
of which Craig will talk about later in this report. 

Seniors Report. 
The seniors who represented the club at under 16, under 19 and opens (Masters deserve their own 
mention this year, so more on them later). The Seniors trained every Tuesday and Thursday evening 
with Thursday session seeing some of the older juniors training with the senior squad; a great way to 
help smooth the path from junior to senior athletes. 
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Graeme and myself led these sessions with valuable support form Tom and Fred with their technical 
expertise.  All our efforts were focused on two main events Sothern Regional Championship and the 
National Championship both being held close to home at New Brighton. 

With some great results from the Southerns  notably Golds for Louis Clark in the U16 Surf Race and 
Georgia Stroud in U19 and Opens 2km Run backed up with many Silver medals across many 
disciplines.  These results set the team up in great spirits for the coming National Championships. 

Well done to all who competed and trained throughout the season, it has been one of stress, 
frustration, pressure and hard work, but was rewarded I hope for all in achievement.  Be it a medal 
(or two) or to get around the course battling currents and drifts as well as flailing arms and feet but 
always wearing the green black and white caps with pride.  And of course thank you to all who 
supported with Up & Go’s and holding the towels at the finish lines.  Well done one and all. 

Stuart Murray 

Coach Co-ordinator / Head Coach 

NATIONALS 2016 – NEW BRIGHTON 
We had one of our best results for many a year with Seniors Taylors Mistake coming 18th overall 
(second highest placed South Island club).   

With the advantage of being on a home beach we had many come and support us friends and 
family the tent was a busy place at times what with athletes cueing for a massage of a sausage and 
bacon roll (kindly supplied by O”Sheas) it was certainly a popular place to be.  Most importantly on 
the beach and in the surf all athlete performed to high standards with an amazing medal haul. 

Seniors Medals for:- 

GOLD - Open Mens Double Ski; Liam O'Loughlin & Fred Teear 
GOLD - U19s 2km Beach Run; Georgia Stroud 
SILVER - Open Mens Ski; Liam O'Loughlin 
SILVER - Open Mens 2km Beach Run; Ben Phillips 
SILVER - Open Womens 2km Beach Run; Georgia Stroud 
BRONZE - U16s Mens Surf Race; Louis Clark 
BRONZE - U16s Mens Run Swim Run; Louis Clark 

Congratulations to Louis Clark for being selected in to the New Zealand National Youth Squad. 

The Masters story 

This can be summed up with great maths and great persistence. 

First the great Maths; Malcolm used every ounce of his vast experience in the selection for the Mens 
Beach Relay ensuring he had the right men with the right age and ability, some quick calculations 
on a scrap of paper finalised the selection process which paid dividends with a Gold medal to top of 
some really exceptional performances. Including Anna Marshalls Gold in the Womens Surf Race. 

Now for the great persistence; the Mens Canoe Team.  A handful of dads from the junior section 
decided that watching their kids train and compete was not enough so they went for a jaunt in the 
Canoe, this led to them deciding they would compete at Nationals especially being held on our 
door step at New Brighton, for most they had to gain their surf life-saving awards to become eligible 
to compete.  This alone was an amazing achievement for all and then to sit at the start line for their 
first competition at the South Island Champs with some only just passing their swim test the week 
before after a several attempts.   

Nationals Masters Taylors Mistake coming 6th overall. 

Medals for:- 

GOLD -  Mens Beach Relay team; Malcolm McClurg, Paul De Boo, Tony Munnerley and Dean 
Blackwell 

GOLD -  Womens Surf Race; Anna Marshall 
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SILVER -  Mens Canoe Team; Craig Goldsmith, Kerry Cox, Dean Blackwell, Paul De Boo and Julian 
Richards 

SILVER -  Mens Board Relay; Fraser Bickley, Malcolm McClurg and Tony Munnerley 
SILVER -  Mens Board Race; Fraser Bickley 
SILVER -  Mens Ski Race; Fraser Bickley 
SILVER -  Womens Rune Swim Sun; Anna Marshall 
SILVER -  Mens Board Race; Malcolm McClurg 
SILVER -  Mens Board Race; Tony Munnerley 
SILVER -  Mens Beach Sprint; Tony Munnerley 
SILVER -  Mens Beach Flags; Tony Munnerley 
SILVER -  Mens Surf Race; Brian Rattray 
BRONZE -  Mens Beach Flags; Malcolm McClurg 
BRONZE -  Mens Beach Sprints; Malcolm McClurg 

JUNIOR SURF REPORT 
Junior Surf 2017 
Taylors Mistake kids learning how to enjoy our beach, feel 
confident in our environment and learn the skills to take 
these attributes into the surf life saving world. 

The other aspect of our juniors, as always, are the parents, 
donning wetsuits, braving the chilly waters of Taylors and 
hiding their own surf anxieties to get their kids into the 
groove. 

We have a good support crew of junior guards giving back 
to the club and enjoying every minute of these wee guys 
experience. The other crew is our parents, newly registered 
life guards, taking the opportunity to make surf a family 
sport. 

This year seemed to fly by, peppered with carnivals, Southerns, Nationals and sundays completing 
the basic compentencies. 

Our carnivals went well, a good, however small crew of kids, who are always in the top 3, lots of 
happy faces on the podium. 

Southerns had us back down in Otago, once again a small but competitive crew. This was our 
testing ground for the up coming Nationals, we looked good, upset some clubs who believed they 
had the "A" teams. The green, white & black cap a regular feature on the dais. 

The Moki Point jump and sea swim is now a requested event by our nippers. The true test of bravery. 
Taking on the trek around the bay, the clamber down the rocks, followed by the seconds of fear as 
they throw themselves off the rocks, through the surging seaweed and either secure themselves to a 
waiting board or attempt the swim back across the bay to the front beach. Oh yes and the odd 
parent keeping a brave face as they swim in the deepest water ever for them. 

Once again we hosted the "Twilight Series", 3 hectic Tuesday nights before Ocean's. Where we push 
the kids quickly through a series of water events preparing them for the rigors of National 
competition. Bacon Butties were a hit this year, I also noticed the old beverage being enjoyed by 
the older spectators. 

Our support crew back at base are waiting with hot food, this also fund raises for the bits of 
equipment these nippers need and helping to cover the costs of getting kids to events. 

Thanks to Tisha and her funding applications, our club is now rich with enough quality equipment to 
meet all our kids needs.  
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Just some special shout outs. Sioban keeps our guys in the right uniform, and taking flack from 
demanding people. Roz our sausage specialist, and she lends out her hubbie when he is ACC free. 
Neil G always reliable to suit up and float around as a human bouy. Ian R, our resident  safety officer 
and someone who has given 100% dispite not having any nippers himself. The regular mafia guys 
who double as the Masters Canoe medal winners. They may look like the old guy muppets, giving 
their balcony advice, however we can always rely on them to muck in and help out at anything. Stu 
M, another without a competing nipper, he gives everything to make Taylors a great club, and he 
tells me all because he loves it. 

Talking with other clubs, well we have a great Taylors family, a huge sense of pride in our members, 
our beach and have a vision moving forward. 

Canterbury Junior Championships  5th 

Southern Junior Championship 5th 

Junior Nationals Ocean's 21st 

Craig Jamieson 

Junior Surf Coach 

POWERED SURFCRAFT REPORT 
Much like the season as a whole, there was not a lot of drama encountered in IRB this season down 
on the beach. Unlike previous seasons with multi rescues, dramatic rescues, flips, breakages of both 
equipment and personal, the ship sailed pretty steady throughout the season from beginning to end 
with Taylors IRB doing what it does best. Keeping people safe through preventative actions and 
keeping a close eye on the general public. 

What did come out of the season was the increased interest in Crew training by the membership 
with them putting in added value of the beginnings of driver training on top of that. 

Again a big thank you to Patrice, Dougal and Kate this year with helping out of training and 
mentoring the new recruits. 

Competition at a regional level was again no existent. So it was taken upon ourselves in the later part 
of the season to go and annoy some of the Sumner crews with some friendly self-invited “training”, of 
which we hope to build on next season, whilst continuing our in house training at Taylors. 

The competitive season peaked with IRB Nationals at Waipu Cove. Not having a womans crew 
competing this year left a bit of hole in the team. With sense and sensibility they bring being missed. 
Leaving 2 senior crews and an under 21 crew to wave the flag for Taylors Mistake. The natural 
abilities the Senior crews brought after a good preparation unfortunately led to mixed results which 
didn’t bring any National placing. (don’t ask them about the Assembly heats when a step ladder 
was needed) 

On the other hand the Under 21 crew of Ben, Taylor and Tom added to their successful beginnings if 
IRB competition from last year, with improvements across the board culmination in a National Bronze 
in the Tube Rescue discipline. Well done lads!!! From all of us. (jealous much)  

Blood, Sand and 2 Stroke 

Anthony Nunnick 

IRB Crew Chief 

JUNIOR SURF NATIONALS “OCEANS 17” 
Junior Oceans 2017.  Mount Manganui. 
This season was the last of many years at The Mount, with 2018 moving to Orewa. 

Well what a huge bonus having accommodations in The Mount, some 15 minutes away from the 
venue. Great to see our kids as a uniformed group walking and focusing on their way to the beach,  
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Our crew this year, Zac & Brooke G, Ben & Tim B, Ben & Sam C, William J, Macka E, Tamsin M, and 
Brieanna C. Plus our regular parents in attendance. As you can see from above, 3 groups of siblings, 
some just starting at Oceans, some in their last year. We say goodbye and good luck to Zac, Ben, 
Tim, Macka, all moving on to Senior’s. 

Unfortunately 2 hours before boarding our manager and mentor, Tisha, was given some sad/bad 
news about her physical health. Brave faces and a huge amount of support kept this news from 
effecting out athletes and kept the show on the road. However this did make for some emotional 
moments as our kids nearly all made it to finals and medals. 

A year of 4ths, what a pain, especially for the kids after all their effort. On the positive side we did get 
some bling, "silvers" in U14 board relay and Macka finally conquering his demons to have a storming 
board race to nail a close second. Some of you readers will know Matt E, Macka’s old man, he was 
so emotionally charged with anxiety that we were able to directly plug in our cell phones for 
charging. Then as his son produced the goods we had to put up with the eye leakage. Well done 
Macka, about bloody time. 

Our 2 newbies, Sam and Brooke soaked up the atmosphere, making it to finals, showing the coaches 
they have potential for the coming years. 

Ben B, Tim, Brie, Ben C, and Tamsin gave their best performances ever, as a coach I was impressed 
with their output and determination. Great to see Taylors Mistake being so well represented. 

Our 2 x U14 board teams produced some great races, I am sure they were stoked. Ben & Tim showed 
ability on the board with Ben C stepping up after being off injured for the preceding weeks to 
Ocean’s, gutsy effort guys. Zac, William & Macka certainly brought the goods chasing down a Cory 
Hutchins coached team for a close second. 

Craig G stepped up to the plate as one of our managers, a little bit of covert grooming for the 
coming years, as his daughter will have a few years in front of her. 

Our food guru Bridget C certainly knows how to entertain, a dab hand at shopping and feeding a 
big crew. 

The Blackwells and Dave always available to help out and encourage our kids to greatness. 

Big thanks to the Chittock’s for dragging our monster sized trailer full of Canterbury equipment up the 
inland route. With only one wee bump coming off the ferry. I am sure Grant is keen to do that again. 

I cant say it enough, parent support is essential for these events to go ahead. You get the kids to 
training, you comfort these guys when they dont believe they gave enough, you fund raise and dip 
into your pockets. The pleasure I get as a coach surpasses every thing else I do. So thanks for 
handing over your kids so we can make them achieve their goals. 

So in summary, thanks kids, you trained hard, represented with pride, made other clubs ask about 
Taylors Mistake and made your parent support crew very proud of your performances and ethics as 
young athletes. 

2 Golds, 1 Silver. 

Craig Jamieson 

Junior Surf Coach 

LIFE MEMBERSHIP 
Taylors Mistake wish to congratulate the following people for their long standing service to the Club, 
and bestow upon then the honour of Life Member. 

Ken Jones  Dougal Holmes 

David Hill  Daryl Neate    
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SURF AWARDS, FIRST AID AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS 
Congratulations go to the following members for obtaining the following awards.  This learning and 
up skilling greatly assists Taylors Mistake SLSC in the delivery of its key services – Saving Lives. 

Surf Lifeguard Award Kate Zarifeh, Lucy Stroud, Paul de Boo, Craig Goldsmith, Lucy 
Harcourt, Paige Campbell, Ruby Malcolm, Mackenzie Ellis, 
Tim Blackwell, Ben Blackwell, Macleod Scott, Ollie Schefer, 
Niels de Beer, Loclan Murray, Simon Buerki, Finn de Boo, Dean 
Blackwell, Kerry Cox, Davis Gale, Claudia Gale, Megan 
Rossiter, Mitchell Cox, Rosalind Rossiter, Ella Lewis-Sanford, 
Trilly Stewart 

First Aid Level 1  Georgia Stroud, Georgia Scott 

First Aid Level 2 Kate Jamieson, Anthony Nunnick 

Examiner Mike Smith 

IRB Drivers Award Whitney Coers 

Marine VHF Radio Operators Whitney Coers, Danny Schefer, Kate Jamieson, Katie Rossiter 
 

2015/16 SLSNZ SOUTHERN AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 
Taylors Mistake was well represented in nominations for awards this year.  The excellence of our 
members in their efforts was of a very high quality and is commended. 

Congratulations to the following for their awards at the SLSNZ Southern Awards of Excellence. 

Te Onepoto Award for Services to Junior Surf Coaching:   Craig Jamieson 

Rookie of the Year: Will Jamieson 

  
Special mention is given to the Jamieson Family with nominations in multiple Awards.  Great effort to 
Craig, Tisha and Will.  All three got great reviews from the Honours and Awards Committee. 
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CLUB AWARDS – 2015 / 2016 SEASON 
Taylor’s Mistake would like to congratulate the following on their awards. 

Award Trophy Donation Recipient 
Top Competitor at 
Nationals Harry Goldsmith Trophy Georgia Stroud 

Top Overall Competitor Graeme Romei Trophy Louis Clark 

Top Patroller Collin Stanley Bell Anthony Nunnick 

Top Coach B Carter & M Campbell 
Trophy Craig Jamieson 

Top Patrol Team   Rescue 07/01/17-Charlie Patrol 

Surf Life Saver of the Year Graeme Pratley trophy Ian Rae 

Senior    

Top Senior Male athlete Te Onepoto Ski Trophy   Liam O’Loughlin 

Senior Men’s surf race Archibold Cup Ben Phillips 

IRB    

Top team (Open) H and M Freeman James Craib and Rob Lambie 

Top team (U21)  Ben Graham, Taylor Cook and Thomas 
Harcourt 

U19    

Top U19 Female athlete  Georgia Stroud 

U19 Surf Race Female   Georgia Stroud 

U16    

Top U16 male athlete Ken Jones Louis Clark 

Top U16 female athlete Jock McNaught Megan Rossiter 

U16 Surf race male  Louis Clark 

Most improved U16 athlete Greg McClurg Mitchell Cox 

U16 Surf race female  Megan Rossiter 

U14    

Top rookie Brian Rattray William Jamieson & Tamsin Mills 

Top U14 male   William Jamieson 

Top U14 female McDermott Cup Brooke Goldsmith 

Most improved U14 male McClurg Trophy Ben Chittock 

Most improved U14 female   Tamsin Mills 

U14 Board riding cup   Mackenzie Ellis 

Top Competitor at Ocean 
Athletes  Mackenzie Ellis 

Top Team  U14 Board Relay Team-Mackenzie Ellis, 
Will Jamieson and Zach Goldsmith 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 
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